Collaborating to End Modern Day Slavery
Who is OGTAG?
All participants in the value chain of the oil and gas business
What are we doing?
Develop our industry from awareness to action in ending human trafficking
Why?
Ensure the safety and security of communities where we live and work
awareness
Human Trafficking is Modern Day Slavery
Human Trafficking is A Human Rights Issue
Human Trafficking is

An Action Recruiting, Transporting, Providing Access or Obtaining/Attempting to Obtain Using Means Force Fraud or Coercion For a Purpose Commercial Sex Acts or Forced Labor
Why should I know this?
Global Problem

Estimate 25 to 40 Million People
Global Problem

2019 Revenues
Starbucks $23Bn
McDonalds $21Bn
Target $23Bn
Nike $36Bn
NFL $23Bn
Total $126Bn

Trafficking Est. $150Bn
US Problem

It is in all 50 States
 Trafficking Targets
  Vulnerable
  Visible
  Accessible
Growing demand

Plain Sight

75% US Born
MALE DOMINATED EVENTS

INFLUX OF TRAVELERS

LIVING IN HOTELS
(or man camps)

ECONOMIC SURGE
Signal paid $20M for trafficking

International law requires

Houston Brothels > Starbucks

Boom movie highlights shales

Click here for link
Strong moves from industry leaders
coalition builds
Action
Engage with OGTAG
Train employees and suppliers
Address supply chain
Develop policies
Social investment
Join TBAT
Get in touch!
OGTAG@ovsgroup.com
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